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The complexity of microcontrollers (MCUs) is
increasing exponentially, providing a myriad of
challenges for software developers. These challenges
include rapidly expanding functionality and
connectivity requirements, coupled with continued
pressure on power, code size and time to market.
Much of the foundational software used in embedded applications is common including drivers, operating
systems, middleware and stacks. Many silicon manufacturers are starting to provide common, foundational
software for their devices, including a number of examples that illustrate optimal usage for their devices. A
robust and intuitive software foundation can reduce development time, enabling developers to focus on their
application code and thus accelerating the ramp to volume production and revenue.
But how much does the silicon manufacturer know about producing high-quality software? Can the software
they provide be easily integrated into an end application? Is the code robust? Will it be supported through
the life cycle of the end product?
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Figure 1. The SimpleLink SDK quarterly release cycle.

Upfront planning

daily/weekly integration test runs to identify issues
as early as possible. There is a heavy reliance on an
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At the end of the create phase, the team reviews the
current project artifacts (code completion, unit test
results, static analysis results, test plans and the test
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case traceability matrix). Again, if satisfactory, they
update the project baseline and the project proceeds

The create phase includes an architecture of new
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features and the generation of code. SimpleLink
SDK teams use an agile software development
methodology, with continuous integration including
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Comprehensive system-level testing

from over 50 vendors. We test our Bluetooth® low
energy stacks with over 30 phones and operating
systems and our 15.4 stack over Sub 1-GHz with
more than 150 nodes, as shown in Figure 2.

A release candidate SDK is generated at the
completion of the create phase. This release
candidate will now be subjected to extensive systemlevel testing that can take several days to complete
across all host OS and IDE variants. The team logs
the test results and records any issues in a defect
tracking system. Weekly project/change control
board meetings include the dispositioning of defects.

We perform precertification testing against regulatory
standards in-house, followed by full certification
by the respective regulatory agency or certification
body. We also conduct a variety of performance
characterization tests to assess power consumption,
throughput and related parameters. After
ensuring cross-platform validation for all common
components, the QA and development managers
must approve a validation review before release.

Interoperability testing is extremely important for
connected devices, and TI has invested significantly
in test labs for wireless protocols. For example, we
test our Wi-Fi® stacks with over 200 different routers

Figure 2. Testing the 15.4 stack over Sub 1-GHz with more than 150 nodes.
Test Category
Build Test

Description
All projects compile without any “undispositioned” warning/error
Tests all functionality under normal conditions

Functional tests

Tests functionality under corner conditions (interference, fault
injection, different sequence of exec etc.)
Tests that are specific to a platform (special RF front end, LCD etc..)
Ability to handle increased load for shorter periods of time (back to
back packets, repeated join-disconnect etc...)
Verify operational stability over long hours under normal load
conditions
Interoperability with other platforms/vendor solutions wherever
applicable
SDK Compatibility: Earlier released example should be compiled
using newer libraries/drivers

Platform specific tests
Stress tests
Reliability tests
Interoperability tests

Interoperability across SDKs

Compliance tests (regional compliance/
standard compliance)
Performance tests
User experience tests

Communication Interoperability: Interoperability of current SDK with
previously released SDK for features that were common between the
two releases
Verified in house by testing for timing requirements, frame
formats etc.
Verified through test labs
Performance characterization (power consumption, throughput …)
Verify overall usability and consistency of the experience

Table 1. System test categories for the SimpleLink SDK
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Quarterly online releases with
complete documentation and training

components. You can view the documentation for
each release online before downloading and find
out what’s new in the release notes. Most choose to

The final phase includes posting the release online.

update to the newest release of the SDK until they

SimpleLink SDKs can be downloaded directly

have frozen their code for final validation.
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clicking the Alert Me button from the download page,
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as shown in Figure 4.

documenting the licenses used for all included

Figure 4. Alert Me button to register for quarterly SDK release notifications.
All SimpleLink SDKs are supported 24/7 by TI

portability across the SimpleLink MCU portfolio

engineers via the TI E2E™ Community forum;

of 10 different wired and wireless communication

feedback from our community helps drive

technologies, it’s possible to easily enhance initial

requirements for future releases .

designs and create complementary products with
full confidence in the SimpleLink SDK software

With a comprehensive development process and a

foundation and a consistent release schedule.

commitment to quarterly releases, SimpleLink SDKs

Learn more at www.ti.com/simplelinksdk.

offer a firm software foundation for our portfolio of
connected MCUs. Featuring 100% application code
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